Abstract-This paper proposes a design of frequency shaped sliding surface so that certain frequency component dynamics sliding mode controller using fast output sampling technique. A are penalized to eliminate undesired frequency dynamics. In compensator is introduced in the sliding surface to attenuate [8], only the frequency dependent control weighing matrix is the frequency component of the sliding mode dynamics so c that the unmodelled dynamics are minimally excited. The fast considered In [10], all the possible cases for which the weighoutput sampling technique is used to estimate the states of the ing function may be frequency dependent are studied and system where the output is measured at a faster rate than the the condition for the poles of the original LQ reduced order input updates. The control law performance is validated by the system to remain the poles of the reduced order system with simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
and also the asymptotical stability of the synthesized sliding T He frequency shaping approach to the linear mode is proven by Popov's criterion. Recently, Wu and Liu quadratic(LQ) design was first proposed by [1] and the [12] proposed discrete time frequency shaped sliding mode idea was further extended by Cheok in [2] . The idea is to control law for flying height control of near field optical disk transform frequency domain performance to its equivalent drives. time domain counterpart as proposed by Gupta [1] , who In all the above work, it is mandatory to have the state considered the linear quadratic regulator problem using state information for the robust control. But in many cases, the feedback. Several examples also have been given by them to states are not available for measurement and so the observer demonstrate the application of the frequency shaping concept must be designed to get the state information. In this paper, to practical problems. The weighing matrices in the frequency we introduce the discrete time frequency shaped sliding mode shaped performance measure are expressed as a function controller using fast output sampling feedback. The fast output of the frequency variable so that it is possible to penalize sampling technique [16] , [17] is used to estimate the state the system variables over specific band of frequencies. variables which uses the output measurements done at faster Anderson et. al. [3] , [4] investigated the problem of selection rate then the input sampler rate. The proposed control law is of frequency dependent weighing factor and its effect on verified by applying to the DC motor position control. robustness of the closed loop system. Moore and Minigori
The paper is organized in following way. In Section II, [6] discussed frequency shaped LQ design and spectral the concept of synthesized frequency shaped sliding mode in factorization. Tharpe et. al [7] discussed the parametrization discrete time domain is presented. The Fast output sampling of the frequency weighings, the associated dynamic controller technique is briefly discussed in Section III. The control law and a two phase procedure for design of controller utilizing based on frequency shaped sliding mode using output feedback the frequency weighting. All the above work was done in the is derived in Section IV. The control law is validated in Section continuous time domain. The Discrete time approach to the V by the application to the position control of DC motor. The frequency shaping LQ control is proposed in [5] where the simulation results are given in Section VI followed by the discrete time LQ optimal control for multivariable system is concluding Section. developed using the discrete time Parseval's Theorem. The theory is validated by application to the robust control of II. DISCRETE TIME SLIDING MODE CONTROL USING LQ active seat suspension.
APPROACH
The robust stabilization of the uncertain system can be solved using the sliding mode control (SMC) technique which Cnie h iceelna ieivratsse has property to completely reject the disturbances satisfying X(k + 1) = AX(k) + Bu(k) the matching conditions. The main problem with the SMC y(k) = CX(k) (1) iS the unmodelled system dynamics or high frequency disturbance. The frequency dependent compensator dynamics are where X C 3nis the state variable, A C 3Rnxn, B C snx introduced in to sliding mode through a frequency shaped is full rank, u C sym iS the control input, C C smX 1 such that CB is nonsingular and y e RP~' is the output. We assume are related as A= T/N where N >_ v, the observability that (A, B) is completely controllable and m < n.
index of QJ.DT, FT). To realize fast output sampling system, a Let X =TX where T is an m x n nonsingular matrix, fictitious lifted system is constructed for which consider A be transform the system in regular form.
the sampling time at which output is measured. 
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The technique for designing the sliding surface using the linear From (11), we may write quadratic (LQ) approach has been given in [13] . Consider a
where Q is a positive definite matrix TTCCOC Yk±1 
where the notation ()* denotes a complex conjugate transpose.
W1 is the spectral factor of Qi, i.e., Qi = Wi*(w)Wi(w),
r1i(ao) = Wi (w)Xi(w) are output of each filter with transfer functions Wi (w) and inputs Xi (w). In order to obtain a casual optimal solution that minimizes the cost function, both From (14) 
(
It is feasible to perform frequency shaping for X2 to +K(AeXe(k)+ReX2(k)) achieve required control performance [12] . Hence Wi(k) can from which the control law derived as, be treated as constant for any frequency and W2(k) can thus
be designed as a required compensator expressed as 
The dynamics of the sliding surface which incorporates the R(z) C~(;I AW<) + Dg (25) compensator dynamics is obtained from (30) for S(k)= 0, Now from (17) and (23), an augmented system can be formed X2(k) KXe(k) (39) (15) and (16) where C0 for Riccati equation are selected as given in (28), (29) VII. CONCLUSIONS A new method of designing control law and sliding surface is proposed when the LQ weighings are not constant for all frequencies. Additionally the proposed controller uses present output and past input for observing the state which makes it suitable for practical implementation. Another advantage of this controller is that it has one more choice of tuning the performance of the system by selecting the compensator dynamics introduced in the sliding surface which makes it linear dynamical surface. The frequency shaping output feedback control can be used to damp out the high frequency vibrations which may occur due to unmodelled dynamics at certain frequency. Further work is to explore the algorithm under uncertainty condition.
